What were the challenges you had to overcome? It is my very first time travelling overseas by myself which made me very nervous at the beginning.

How would you describe your teachers training style? My trainer was Anna and she does lots of activities, group discussions, quizzes and makes it very interesting to learn English.

How will the skills you have learnt at EE help towards your future? EE offers a variety of activity classes. I have enjoyed the pronunciation class made to focus more on specific skills in order to improve and helps my motivation. EE is helping me towards my goals.

What has been your best experience at EE? I have met such friendly teachers, staff and other students here at EE. I feel very at home and it makes me very comfortable to be here. I have made so many friends and we go out for lunch and dinner together!

Would you recommend the course to your friends? Yes I would. A great study environment with good vibes. I am sure anyone who chooses to study here would have a great experience.

Hi! my name is Kimiko from Japan!